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ABSTRACT--There is growing enthusiasm for improving broadband communication administrations and 

networks for business use in both local area-wide networks. The main reasons are that demands for increased 

bandwidth for the interconnection of remote sites and “high speed data transmission” of mass data including 

photographs etc. must have to meet.The features of network traffic have also changed significantly.The form of 

the burst traffic is increasingly characterized by a constant requirement for multi-megabytes of bandwidth.The 

necessity for evolving and unclear data bandwidth transfer requirements has increased with the evolution of 

another era of networking technologies. The ATM system is used mainly for broadband networks communication 

under cellular ISDN banners. ATM provides high-speed interconnection in Mbit / s or Gbit / s across wide areas, 

which removes the bottleneck from networks to end frameworks.For addition, on demand, the client can access 

data transfer capabilities and the client is actually charged for the transmission power. As more information is 

transferred through ATM networks (audio, images and data), security issues get more critical. The rapidly 

growing usage of the Internet to transfer confidential and sensitive information only enhances the importance of 

security services.One could even argue that the success of ATM is not determined by its efficiency but by the 

degree of confidence in its performance, safety and availability. The purpose of this thesis is to address questions 

relating to the design of ATM network security services. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

1.1Background 

There is an increasing passion for the development of mobile and commercial networks communication in 

local and regional networks. The key goals are to squeeze away the need for increased communication ability to 

connect remote destinations and to quickly move mass information, such as photos and so on. The quality of 

network traffic has also changed significantly. It gradually appears as burst traffic showing an eccentric interest 

in a few megabytes of data transfer capacity.The need to develop and unsafe transmission capabilities has also 

been met by another period of network innovation in administration. One such innovation is the Asynchronous 

Transfer Mode (ATM) which is used for broadband ISDN networks ATM facilitates high speed connectivity 

over wide areas of Mbit / s or Gbit / s, effectively transferring the bottleneck from network to end frameworks. 

On request, the customer can access transmission capacity and the customer is charged for the actual 

transmission capacity.As ever more data is being transferred through ATM networks (sound, picture, and 

information), security issues are slowly becoming fundamental.The rapidly growing use of the Internet to 

transfer secret and sensitive data further raises the role of security services. One can even say that its cost 
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adequacy and the degree of reliability which its delivery, its protection and its usability can be used to overcome 

the achievement of ATM. The aim of this paper is for ATM networks to address the issues of security design. 

 

1.2 Scope 

The rapidly prevalent threat of network security abuses, from professional computer hackers to amateur 

network sweepers, unintended leakage of sensitive network knowledge, is all the more exponential. An 

interchange with comfort is possible with an extension of protection. The risk to threats decreases when the 

number of connections in the network increases. What should be protected from resources? Who should defend 

the network from? When does "security" make these decisions suitable, clearly an iterative process that never 

ends in a growing network? Network safety is a wide field where a large number of these problems can be 

inspected.The aim is to focus only on security issues related to ATM networking and thus the improvement of 

the security framework for a certain system is beginning to be dealt with on the ground.These security 

administrations and instruments should be coordinated consistently within the ATM convention stack. The 

monitoring officials in higher levels can be configured and the ATM network interoperable. 

 

1.3 Benefits of ATM  

1. Increased bandwidth 

2. Low delay 

3. Improved network availability 

4. Scalability 

5. Overcoming limits on cable length 

 

1.4Characteristics of ATM Networks 

1. Cell Packetization 

2. Connection-Oriented Transmission 

3. Media and Rate Independence 

 

1.5 ATM Applications 

1. Multimedia Applications:The most recent interactive media applications join information, discourse, 

fixed and energized pictures, (for example, CAD/CAM, therapeutic imaging...). 

2. Large File Transfer:The transfer of very large files (data, image)) requires high transmission speeds 

over brief time frame periods. ATM utilizes (and in this way charges for) the transfer speed that is really 

required. 

3. LAN  Interconnection:ATM has the transmission speeds required for interconnecting LANs with the 

data transfer capacity near that of Local Area Networks (10 to 100 Mbps). 

4. Backing up Computer Centers:Regular data back-up methodology between two remote PC fixates 

require high data transfer capacity on request and turn out to be actually achievable and in this manner fill in as 

an appealing security technique. 
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5. ATM as a Public Service:For LAN interconnection or to help specific ATM applications, media 

transmission administrators offer open ATM administrations. They can be utilized notwithstanding private WAN 

spines, fabricated and worked by the clients. 

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Kai-Yeung Siu et al.No experts in the field, ATM networks. It is impossible to cover all major aspects of 

ATM networks because of the scope of this short article. In corresponding papers on this special issue we will 

explain certain essential aspects of ATM that are not discussed. Many of the material in this article is based on, 

including, existing ATM tutorials.In recent years, the industrial dynamic behind ATM technology and the 

intensive interest in ATM research have led to a vast and diversified literature. We did not attempt to list the 

references in detail.Mainly posts or papers of the ATM Forum are checked. We should point to the relevant 

articles in this specific issue and the sources therein those involved in further exploring the different topics. 

Christoph L. Schuba et al.A separate definition of the ATM (asynchronous transfer mode) classical IP 

(internet Protocol) and APR (address resolution protocol), and a model enabling the application of the ATM 

subnet {local area-based ATM network interface switched virtual circuit.The contents are extracted after a 

prototype application driver for this specific subnet model is designed and implemented. This paper outlines an 

architectural plan for IP-ATM connectivity and defines the design of prototypes. There is no easy mapping of the 

physical topology of ATM networks and of the logical structures imposed by the IP model.To incorporate two 

communication paradigms, logical IP sub networks (LIS) can be created in the ATM to function and 

communicate in a single ATM network independently from other LISs. 

ArjanDurresi et al.ATM is cellular-oriented technology that uses fixed-length cells for traffic of different 

types such as data, voice, video, multimedia, etc. Across many service groups.ATM is a connection-oriented 

system that links the two endpoints before the actual data exchange begins. In the ATM reference model is a 

three levels protocol, the user / controller, layer management and plane management: the ATM adaptation layer 

(AAL), the ATM layer and the physical layer, and three planes. Four types of AALs have been proposed, 

supporting each a different kind of ATM network traffic or service. 

Ibrahim Ali Ibrahim Diyeb et al.Examination of the re-enactment approach, to grasp the concept and the 

principle of these developments for near-enforcement assessment by Frame Relay and ATM, based on the use of 

OPNET recreational instrument in ongoing implementations for breaking the show of speech application.The 

evaluation parameters include traffic transmitted, traffic transferred and Jitter deferred as well as the beginning of 

the postponement used for the ATM and Frame Relay presentation in quick systems. The recreation results show 

that the ATM has high traffic sent, high traffic got, and less deferral contrasted with the Frame Relay. In 

addition, this paper may be considered knowledge for the new specialists in order to manage the virtual 

associations in frame relay and ATM in detail, basics and understanding. 

Jakub Svoboda et al.This paper reviews the methodologies, models, highlights and characteristics of the 

present system. It also indicates that these methodologies are linked. In a cutting-edge muddled system, system 

control and estimation have become increasingly important.Now, administrators can only view a few network 

tools or hundred PCs exactly. The capacity of the system can be just 10 or 100 Mbps;  
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Robert H. Deng et al.The suggested architecture promotes the cohesive combination of security 

administrative structures in the present ATM configuration and reaffirms the utility of the ATM B-ISDN PRM: 

for example the testing of the common end frames, the creation of the protection attachments and cryptographic 

key circulations are carried out in the control system, while customer traffic safety is defined. 

Yukari Tsuji et al.Through technical innovations and paradigm shifts in many areas, the social environment 

and structure are changing. The ICT is no exception. The ICT sector is no exception. Numerous social problems 

and business problems arise because of external factors, such as globalization, a decline in the working 

population, climate variability, natural disasters, and internal factors such as digitization, internal traffic 

explosion, and cyber-attacks within the network 

Kiran R. Barapatre et al.High-speed network between a series of communication devices that are built on 

optical fiber technologies for the processing of real-time data with high precision and minimal latency. The high 

speed data rate alone cannot be used unless the bandwidth of the medium can be used efficiently. This article 

discusses three high speed innovations as a comparative study. X.25, ATM and Frame relay. The simple X.25 

technology is based on a frame relay and ATM.The comparative study shows that ATM has less time compared 

to the X.25 and Frame relay, based on the various performance metrics, and is thus efficient in the transfer of real 

time data. 

D. E. Bassey et al.Creating a convention on data movements, for example, would enhance the design of 

management transport as a tool and an exchange model. It is intended to bring computer and PC platforms 

together. The review included a leisure activity, with various LANs shown, and organized with a guide for ATM 

interchange and transport hubs to switch cells or bundles rapidly. The system was checked by means of ' pinging 

' to the degree that the signals received were transmitted. In addition, the wire shark parcel analyzer has been 

operated for the move of every bundle and for evaluation by the window convention changes over these bundles. 

The investigation found that ATM also suffered from various types of hazards, as other internet transport 

conventions. Using an examination, suggestions were made. 

M.Sreenivasulu et al.The Explicit Rate Indication Congestion Avoidance (ERICA) for ATM networks were 

considered an efficient congestion rate scheme. There is a proposal to improve the ERICA scheme. The results of 

the simulation indicate that an improved ERICA system provides better results than the original ERICA system. 

Nisha.R et al.The Class Based Tunnel Selection (CBTS) is being discussed with TE in the MPLS network. 

TE is aimed at the alternative data path connection in the MPLS network when the network is congested.It also 

incorporates ATM (synchronous transfer mode) TE and COS (class of service) capabilities at layer 2.5 to 

minimize latency and thus to improve speed MPLS network traffic engineering (TE) by tunnel for data packet 

transmission. For reserving the path from the source to the destination, the RSVP protocol is used. A CBTS 

mechanism is employed here to re-route sensitive traffic through tunnels, based on customer priority. 

Sumanpreet et al.GPON acknowledged that PON needs to evolve into a Gigabit system for Ethernet and IP 

traffic transportation. GPON is currently on the market the most advanced PON protocol. Compared with ATM 

and Ethernet based PON technologies, this offers significantly higher efficiency. GPON offers a higher 

frequency and faster delivery. GPON is a multi-point system and one of the best choices for the network access. 

The pace of GPON is above the other Limits of PON. 
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III. ARCHITECTURE OF ATM 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Architecture of ATM Model. 

 

3.1 ATM Model Overview 

1. Physical Layer 

 

It deals with the medium- dependent transmission and is separated into two sections physical medium- dependent 

sub layer and transmission assembly sub layer. Fundamental capacities are as per the following: 

 It changes over cells into a bit stream.  

 It controls the transmission and receipt of bits in the physical medium.  

 It can follow the ATM cell limits.  

 Looks for the packaging of cells into appropriate type of frames. 

2. ATM Layer 

 Responsible for routing and bridging 

 Includes buffering and exchanging 

 VC setup and termination 

3. AAL (ATM adaptation layer) 

 Designed to interface between users and ATM. 

 Responsible for marshaling/marshaling data into/out-of cells 

 Different types needed, depending on service 

 AAL 1 (guaranteed bit rate, e.g. voice, connection oriented) 

 AAL 2 (variable bit rate, e.g. compressed video, connection oriented) 

 AAL 3/4 (connectionless) 

 AAL 5 (simple and efficient adaption layer SEAL) 
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3.2 ATM Network Operations 

There are many ATM switches in the ATM network as mentioned above, connected by highlight points or 

ATM interfaces. Two types of interfaces can be supported by ATM switches: the User Network (UNI) and 

network node (NNI). UNI associates finale ATM frames (e.g. hosts and switches) to an ATM switch4, whereas a 

NNI can be regarded as a cross-interface between two ATMs. The UNI and NNI5 are characterized by a 

somewhat outstanding design. Most of all, a NM is every physical or logical link that exchanges the NNI 

protocol with two switches on the ATM. 

 

Figure2. ATM Network Communication Operations 

 

IV. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

4.1 Analysis of Security Issues of ATM 

Safety is opposite to a similar coin, because of its security weaknesses a automated machine becomes 

vulnerable. Computerized counter-cutting system continues to include and strengthen safety points in the 

automated counter-cutting machine so that customer can carry on the bank trading system without any fears of 

guiding their records and comparable speed fakes to break the progressive security highlight so that they can 

approach the bank accouterments on the automatic counter-cutting machine. 

 

4.2 Physical Security: 

ATM runs around a direct monetary terminal allowing the customer to receive money directly, however, for 

some time or other due to an absence of security, some unapproved customer or programmers or crooks accept 

an open door to change the computer and physically attack and damage the computer by physical assaults on an 

ATM. 

Locks for Entry in ATM Kiosks:The primary safety of the customer includes the digital lock at the passage 

of an ATM booth or kiosks before the work of an automated counter. The gate allows the customer to open the 

entrance in a designated slot following the integration of the ATM card. 

 Extortions inside ATM Kiosks:ATM kiosks are designed to get the victim as if they're waiting at a 

deserted place for the cash or the victim to bring the victims into automatic cell phone kiosks and force the 

victim at knife or gunpoint to use his ATM card. 
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 Physical Security Threats to ATMs:Next, the banks introduced Automated teller machines and their 

transactions were limited by associating the bank with the customer's account inaccessibility with a specific 

bank, through a PC agreement. 

 

4.3 Improving Security Features of ATM: 

The ATM has become popular throughout the world and is accepted as a trustworthy mode for financial 

transactions, but its creditworthiness is being eroded because it is vulnerable. During daytime, hour of business 

and night time, ATMs are placed in places frequented with a huge amount.In any case, the spots can be 

transformed into disengaged / translated areas with a nightlife, ATM confronts its security with physical hazards 

and ATMs customers face the risks of safety and the issue needs to, however, be handled by new innovations in 

the field, innovations that have to be handled without human proximity at the point where ATM establishments 

operate. 

 

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

5.1 Authentication only a minor task 

The numbers from our comments suggest that verification takes only a very small part of the entire time of 

communication with an ATM.With 46 seconds of thought in all ways (or 54.9 seconds in terms of planning and 

cleanup), over 90% of the ATM population uses menus and wants withdrawn money (and available receipts) to 

show up, respectively. Additional postponements include interruptions, for example disapproving of packaging 

or talking with accompanying parties.Considered to be a minor task to play the real deal (e.g. withdraw money), 

customers will recognize sketchy shrivels fundamentally slower verification frameworks. In view of 52.9 

seconds in communication time, an overhead of about 18 percent of time takes approximately 12 seconds. 

 

5.2 Security should not require an active client  

There are several observations that make it possible for the user not to interact with the ATM in transit with 

the security of an authentication mechanism. Sometimes the customer could not apply additional security 

measures due to physical requirements (e.g. heavy shopping bags). Various models attempted to dissimulate their 

PIN passage but used a side that lowered the keys for a shoulder surfer. ‘Nevertheless, consumers have not even 

attempted, for incompetence or possibly as an evidence of faith, to cover their PIN entries considerably more 

regularly. 

 

5.3 Social compatibility 

The social resemblance problem might, but it really does not have to be resolved if an authentication 

mechanism is designed that does not require an active user. Research studies as well as reports from research 

interviews suggest that social elements can contribute to unstable behavior. Confirmation systems with social 

standards should be good in this way. That is, if a client is to submit a safe behavior, he or she must not perform 

an activity that may be confused as a question to demonstrate to a person. 

 

5.5 Authentication in highly distractive environments 
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As our findings have appeared, interruptions can arise in many ways and in particular through promoting 

social cooperation (chat). ATM validation components should remain fundamental and work even without taking 

full account of them. For eg, an obvious test game forcing the customer to obey a number of occasions is 

certainly not suit for an ATM. 

 

5.6 Limitations of the Results 

Since the main observation was made in two central European cities, legitimacy in other social areas (for 

example, Asia) or in less urban environments had only been restricted. Detailed findings as to whether the 

hardware of an ATM (keypad or card slot) is checked by the discreet nature of the observations did not allow for 

manipulation. Our general observations, however, show that this security measure is scarcely used by men. In 

respect to any investigation involving direct contact with the participants, there may be somewhat one-sided field 

meetings since the Participants might have had to look great or do well. ‘The statistics on hidden data could 

therefore be larger than in actuality, which seems to correspond to our field findings. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

This study confirms that ATM networks can be seen as attackable as any other technology in the network, 

and that security is therefore still a concern when such a network is used. In this thesis, the fundamental safety 

threats in an ATM network and the type of security services that counter these threats have been taken into 

account. The model security architecture is subdivided into parts including consumer aviation security services, 

control aviation safety services and the creation and positioning of PRM access control services.We addressed 

each of these choices ' advantages and disadvantages. The security layer between the AAL layer and the ATM 

layer was then selected.The proposed security layer provides this interface with confidentiality, integrity, and 

authentication of data origin. By placing the security layer at the ATM-AAL layer interface, the security 

mechanisms in the PRM are transparently integrated and the ability to influence the functionality of either layer 

within the PRM is therefore avoided. 
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